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A METHOD FOR SToCHASTIC' CONTROL OF NONLINEAR
ECONOMETRIC' MOI)ELS AND AN APPLICATION: ABSTRACT
ny J. Piiiiiti CooPi:R AN1) SiANIIv l-IScIIER
In this paper, we describe a method for controlling stochastic, nonlinear, econo-
metric models and illustrate the method by studying monetary and fiscal policy
in the St. Louis econometric model. The method consists essentially of estimating
the means and variances of the dynamic responses of the nonlinear model to
changes in instrument variables, in order to produce a linear representationof
the model with random coefficients, and then using this linear, stochastic version
in optimization. The major virtue of the method is that it is as easily applied to
large as to small models.
In more detail, the method has five steps. First, choose nominal pathsfor
the control variables in the problem. Second, carry out a series of stochaslic
simulationsofthe model being optimized : in these siniulaions, stochastic elements
of the model are generated by a pseudorandom number generator andstochastic
disturbances are generated around the nominal paths of the controlvariables.
Third. calculate linear regressions in which the simulated targetvariables of the
model are the dependent variables and the instrument variables are amongthe
independent variables of the regressions. Fourth. compute optimalfeedback
control rules l'or the instrument variables using the linear regressionscalculated
at the third step to represent the model. Fifth, evaluatethese feedback control
rules in stochastic simulations of the original model.
The nominal paths chosen for the instruments in ourwork were simple
constant growth rate paths: in principle, thesenominal paths could also be
obtained as the sokition to a deterministic, nonlinear controlproblem. In the
second step, the underlying model is treated as stochastic: thestochastic disturb-
ances of the instrument variablesaround the nominal paths have the same variance
as historical experience. As a resultof the second step, we have a large set of data
representing the response of the model to changes inpolicy. The third step sum-
marizes this information in linear. random coefficientsregressions, consisting of
parsimonious, autoregressive-moving average modelsrepresenting the target
variables as functions of current and lagged instrumentsand lagged target vari-
ables. A quadraticloss function is used at the fourth step toobtain optimal feedback
control rules for the linearized version of thmodel represented by the linear
regressions. The fifth step is undertaken as a check onthe operation of the rules in
the original model.
In our work with the St. Louis model, wetook the rates of inflation and
unemployment to he target variables, and thegrowth rates of money and high
employment federal expenditures to be instruments.The control rules produced
were applied in twenty replications of astochastic simulationofthe original model
in which both coefficients and additive errors weretreated as random. The control
rules produced losses significantly below thoseobtained under constant growth
rate rules for the instruments andhistorical experience: changing the relative
205\\elglits on argufficilts iii(lie Ioslurid ion Prod uced the expectedchanges in tii
results of polics. I or example reducing the cost of deviatior,s of
from its desired level reduced the average deviation ofiiitlation from its
target level
Comparison of the oplinial rule obtained in this paper withthe best heuristic
rule found in Cooper and Fischer (1973) showed that losses due to deviations
of the
rates of inflatioii and unemployment from their target values Ohtined here
similar to those in our previous paper but with less variation ir the
instruments
it jako shown that while fiscal policy contributes little added stabilization
when an
active monetary policy is used, fiscal policy does stabilize the model if themoney
supply grows at a constant rate.
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STUDIES OF ECONOMIC PROBIEMS
OPTIMAL POLICIES FOR MONETARY CONTROL*
nyRoli1RT S. PINDYCKANt)STEVIN M. Ronikis
This paper will present some optiini:ation i'xperiaients using a lint'ari:ed iersionf the l"&'ch'ral Res.erie
Boards monthly money marker model, which was designed pr/manic to study the impact[ policy Instru-
ments on inoticiari' and financial targets. Using linetir-quadriitic optimal tiiiitriil. wecohabited optimal
policies for a single instrument. unhorrowed niserres. wit It ihi'bjectirt' of forcing monetary aggregates and
interest rates to (of/mt desired paths. There is a conflict between the choice of poiicr target. i.e..there is a
trade-off between the control of monetary aggregates and the control of interest rates B calculating a set
of optimal policies using difh'renr objeLtires. that trade-off can he dc,no,isiriued. The optimal strategies are
alSo cukuiated using closed-loop control si as to correct for ratidoni disturbances. It is shown hoivi/ic
existence of random disturbances ,nodifie.s i/ic turge! trade-of/s between monetary aggregatesand interest
rates, and requires greater flexibility in t he nioeme',ts of the controltunable.
1.INTRoDuCTIoN
Recent applications of optimal control theory toeconomic stabilization policy
problems have usually involved calculating time paths for one or more"global"
policy variables so as to minimize some macroeconomic costIunctional.i The
aim of these exercises has been to indicate how policy objectivesrelating to GNP.
employment, prices, and the balance of payments might best beattained. The
policy variables which can be manipulated might include tax rates.the level of
government expenditures, and the money stock. Tax ratesand the level of govern-
ment ey'ionditures are subject to ratherdirect control. However, the money stock
cannot be controtted directly by the FederalReserve: the Fed can however,
manipulate other variables wch in l'n affect the moneystock.2
The ultimate concern of monetary t,olicy-makers is withthe real economy
and how policy involving monetary (e.g.. the moneystockt and financial (e.g..
interest rates) variables can best be used toattain the desired levels of GNP.
employment, prices, and the balance of payments. Theinability to directly control
these policy "instruments" has resulted in a two-stageoptimization process in
which these instruments are in fact "intermediate" targetsand the true policy
instruments are those variables over which theFed has direct control. e.g., required
reserve ratios, the discount rate,ceilings on interest payments on bank liabilities,
and the use of open market operations to affecteither unborrowed reserves or the
* This paper does not necessaril) reflect the views of the Board of Governorsof the Federal
Reserve System or its staff. We wish to express our appreciationto Franco Modigliani. James Pierce.
William Poole. Thomas Thomson.and Peterlinsleyfortheit helpful comments Wewouldhketo thank
Walter Dasis and Lucy McCurd for their programming assistanceand Nancy Wilson for her espert
typing. Revised July 1973.
See, for example. recent work by Chow [6].[7]. Friedman [10]. Livescy [14], Pindvck [16]. [17].
and Sengupta [18].
2 During the past few years, there has been a controversy over the ability of the Federal Reserve to
control monetary aggregates. For a discussion of some of the issues. seePierce and Thomson [IS]. Dat is
[8]. and Andersen [1].
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